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Welcome in Acquastop 

“Our main purpose is to give serenity back to people and 
enterprises that suffered damages caused by floods. 
Basically, we want everybody to feel safe and protected 
in any circumstances.” 
 

                                Costantino Trillo, founder of Acquastop 



“The day we met Acquastop's team is a day to remember! 
Women and men sharing with us the same ambition  
And the same Vision: houses and properties' shielding.”  
 

(Eric and Etienne Bourguignon - Hydroprotect, Belgium) 

Our Vision 
A committed enterprise more and 
more proud to contribute  
to people's serenity and safety. 
 

Our Mission 
Brand new ideas and constant  
research in order to overcome  
the impact of flooding, 
with professional solutions  
for the protection of houses,  
enterprises and buildings, always 
respecting people  
and their properties. 
Togheter.   
 

Our Values 
Awareness. Expertise. Listen.  
Inspiration. Innovation. Respect. 
Share. 



CLASSIC 
Just a “Click” 
Unique. Fast. Smart 
Since 1992 Acquastop Classic is the movable anti flood barrier with a 
snap closure and removable clamping handle. 
Its self-locking system let you place the barrier as needed, easily and 
effortless. 
Light and handy, it doesn't require any particuler modifications on the 
doorway to protect. 
 

 

Easy. Just a “Click” 
Lean the barrier against the door's or the window's frame, grab the 
red handle (blue in the picture) and push: the pressure on the clamp-
ing handle until the clanking – the “Click” - aligns the barrier's two 
parts, compressing the gaskets against the doorway's flanks. This 
kind of pressure stabilises the barrier and the gaskets' compression 
ensures the flood-proof action. 
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Five-Year Warranty. Twenty five Expertise 
Acquastop's high-performance are the result of a non-stop research 
for a constant improvement of the quality.   
More than twenty five years of experience, referenced achievements 
and our daily dedication are the reasons why only Acquastop can 
guarantee maximum safety and five-year warranty on Classic barrier. 

No Compromises. Just Safety 
You only need a window or a door's frame to place the Classic barri-
er.  Nothing simpler, nothing safer. No masonry, no adhesive strips 
clinging, no permanent anchorage system. Still, some particular cir-
cumstances depending on the doorway's condition may demand 
specific accessories or customised solutions that we are happy to 
develop for you. 
With classic you won't make compromises with safety. 



Case History (2018)  

Sanctuary of Santa Verdiana 
According to the informations made public by Ispra, Istituto Superiore per la Protezione e la ricerca Ambientale, over 
39.000 cultural goods are at risk from floods. Among them, there isn't the Sanctuary of Saint Verdiana in Castelfiorenti-
no - Florence metropolitan area - anymore. 
Actually, the prestigious and monumental sacred building has been equipped with Acquastop Classic barriers since Jan-
uary 2018. 
The Sanctuary of Saint Verdiana rises up on the hermitage where Verdiana spent the last years of her life and today it's 
still the main ecclesiastical building  of the town. It is one of the few cases of Baroque artistic style in Valdelsa. 
In the Casalone, the so called building next to the shrine, there is the Saint Verdiana Museum, dedicated in 1999, where 
it can be found the portrait of the saint, done by a sienese master in the XIVth century and other famous masterpieces 
of Cimabue, Giotto, Corso di Buono, Taddeo Gaddi, Jacopo del Casentino and many other important protagonists of tus-
canian art. 
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Case History (2017)  

Galeria Baltycka: Shopping Centre Gdansk 
Gdansk is the important county seat of Pomerania 
(Poland), which is a historical region on the south-
ern shore of the Baltic Sea. Gdansk looks out onto 
the bay of the same name in the river area of 
Żuławy and its eastern far end gives onto the Vistula 
Lagoon. 
The city is surrouded by little hills that are not high-
er than 100 metres. Most of the city area is made 
up of woods and pine groves that cover almost the 
24% of the total surface. 
Nowadays Gdansk's metropolitan area counts 
750.000 inhabitants and it's at risk from flooding. 
In 2016 the  Galeria Baltycka Shopping Centre  was 
subjected to  serious damages throughout a huge 
flood. After this tragic event, in 2017 the owners of 
the building complex decided to purchase to our 
local distributor -  Supron1 in Olkusz – the door-
ways' making safe through our Classic anti-flood 
barrier 

The Building 
The building counts more than 200 
shops and 1000  parking spaces in a 
two-level garage. 
  

Acquastop's Intervation 
10 doorways, 43  Classic barriers 
40 stainless steel  frames integrated 
into the architectural elements so as 
not so cause damages to the exter-
nal insulations 
30 wardrobes in order to stock the 
barriers 
  

Performance Record 
Total evacuation and making safe in 
less than 50 minutes from the 
weather alert 



Two or more Classic combined 
  

When the situation requires the installation of two or more barriers combined, Acquastop provides the intermediate junction pole in order to 
connect the barriers. 
The pole is made up of a movable pillar and a vase plinth into the ground with a cover suitable for vehicles. 
In the proximity of the flood, the pillar is grafted onto the vase plinth and it's securely fastened to the bottom through the  rotation of the 
hand-grip on its upper end. 

The insertion of the column inside the vase plinth 



Family Industrial and 
Business Implementation 
House, garage, shop, warehouse, 
industrial building: Classic's imple-
mentation is limitless. 
  

User Friendly 
Every single Classic barrier is cus-
tomized according to the user and 
the setting, with the maximum 
width of 3 metres and the maxi-
mum height of 145 cm.   
It's always possible to find special 
solutions and when one barrier isn't 
enough, two or more Classic can be 
combined through the movable in-
termediate junction pole. 



Technical data 
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Classic Data Sheet 

STRUCTURE Aluminium alloy EN AW-6060 T6 

FINISHING Galvanization Silver 10 m 

GASKETS Closed cells foam EPM profiles SP-30-EPM\TN 

CLAMPING LEVER Aluminium alloy EN AW-6060 T6, Painting Epoxy Powders 

HANDLING HANDLE 
Black Technopolymer reinforced with fiberglass MF 117D.8 with  passing 
screws 

WEIGHT Thick 40 mm: ab. 20 kg/m2, Thick 25 mm: ab. 17,5 kg/m2  

WATERTIGHT TESTS 

 

ISTITUTO GIORDANO laboratories 
40 mm: sample of 250x145h cm with 140 cm of static hydrohead 
25 mm: sample of 200x93 cm with 93 cm of static hydrohead 
  
CNR laboratories 
40 mm: test as standard UNI EN 12155 with 47 cm of static hydrohead 
 

IMPACT TEST 

 

CNR Laboratories 
40 mm: test as standards UNI EN 949 and UNI EN 13049 
 

IBC 
INTERNATIONAL BUILDING CODE Compliance with US ASCE 24 



INTEGRA 
Full Protection 
Just like Classic, maybe even more 
Integra is Anche Integra is a movable anti flood barrier with a snap closure and removable clamping 
handle, too. 
It differs from Classic becouse it's specifically planned to protect the buildings' basements' door-
ways. 
Its self-locking system let you easily place the barrier as needed. 
  

Easy. Calm with a “Click” 
Lean the barrier against the perimeter frame installed by our Acquastop's Dealer, grab the red han-
dle and push: the pressure on the clamping handle until the clanking – the “Click” - aligns the barri-
er's two parts, compressing the gaskets against the doorway's four flanks. 
This kind of pressure stabilises the barrier and the gaskets' compression ensures the flood-proof 
action. 
Integra can be placed both inside and outside. 
  

Unobtrusive Design. Just Safety 
The gaskets in the barrier's perimeter and a special unobtrusively designed frame assure the barri-
er's resistence and durability. 
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Integra for Light Wels with stainless-steel perimeter frame 

Complete Closure 
Suitable for doors, windows, floor 
grills (griglie a terra) and light wells.   
  

Removable Spring Lever 
Watertightness guaranteed by a 
self-locking system and a perimeter 
frame integrated inside the open-
ing's perimeter. 
 

Strong and Custom-Made 
Customised in aluminium with gas-
ket seals up to a maximum height 
of 240 cm and a maximum width of 
120 cm. 



Technical data 
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Integra Data Sheet 

STRUCTURE Aluminium alloy EN AW-6060 T6 

FINISHING Galvanization Silver 10 m 

GASKETS Closed cells foam EPM profiles SP-30-EPM\TN 

CLAMPING LEVER Aluminium alloy EN AW-6060 T6, Painting Epoxy Powders 

HANDLING HANDLE 
Black Technopolymer reinforced with fiberglass MF 117D.8 with  passing 
screws 

PERIMETRE FRAME 

 

Doors and Windows 
Aluminium alloy EN AW-6060 T6 64x3x13,5 with 20h mm  jamb 
 

Dreinage grills and Light-wells 
Profilo Z acciaio AISI304 spessore 3 mm 
 

WEIGHT ab. 20 kg/m2 (frame not included) 

WATERTIGHT TEST  
DOORS AND WINDOWS 

 

ISTITUTO GIORDANO laboratories 
40 mm: sample of 120x240h cm with 240 cm of static  hydrohead 
 

WATERTIGHT TEST   
DREINAGE GRILLS AND LIGHT-WELLS 

 

ISTITUTO GIORDANO laboratories 
40 mm: sample horizontally placed of 100x205 cm sizes  with 210h cm of 
orthogonal hydrostatic load 
 



MODULAR 
Limitless Protection 
Modular is the removable anti-flood system  with fitted staves in pile, side rails 
and compression levers. It can protect wide openings as detached houses' 
gates, industrial doors and parking areas. 
Once installed the side rails, you can put the staves one on top of the other up 
to the desired height. The compression levers on the rails facilitate the grip 
between the staves and they assure the gaskets' pressure. 
 

Standard barrier's size is up to 350 cm in height and 220 cm in width. 
In order to protect bigger openings, it's possible to combine more barriers 
throughout intermediate junction pole.   
The modularity in heght allows to place only the essential staves at the time of 
need. 
Modular's multifunctional system let you use it in many situations. 
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MODULIGHT 
Protection in Lightness 
ModuLight comes from Modular. 
It's typical of restrained technical ob-
stacles and 40 mm staves.  
These details make ModuLight lighter 
and easier to handle. 
That's why ModuLight is more suitable 
than Modular for the family environ-
ment, but this doesn't mean that it 
can't be used for industrial implemen-
tation or the protection of wide public 
spaces. 

Architecturally Compatible 

Modular and Modulight are compatible for the pro-
tection of wide spaces and in order to increase the 
handling in restrained installations. This happens 
throughout removable  junction polea in alumini-
um and stainless steel AISI 304. AISI 316 on de-
mand. The intermediate junction poles are in-
stalled in special vase plinths into the ground, that 
are fabricated to be completely compatible to any 
architectural environment, like in the picture above 
(Canal Harbour's intervention in Cervia). 



Technical data 
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Modular Data Sheet 

STRUCTURE Aluminium alloy EN AW-6060 T6 

FINISHING Galvanization Silver 10 m 

GASKETS Closed cells foam EPM profiles SP-30-EPM\TN 

WEIGHT 
Modular (thick 86 mm): 6 kg/m 
Modulight (thick 40 mm): 4,6 kg/m 

WATERTIGHT TEST 

 

ISTITUTO GIORDANO laboratories 
86 mm: sample of 350x220h cm with 220 cm of static hydrohead 
 



 SWING LINE 

Flood Gates and Doors 

BASIC SWING INTEGRA SWING 



BASIC SWING 

The Flood gate that can be installed individually up until 300 cm in width and 145 in height. 
Flood-proof gaskets are placed on threee sides, while the handle is placed on the upper part to 
simplify the opening and the closing. 
Sturdy hinges are anchored to the exclusive angle profile Acquastop Robust and they allow a 
180° opening of the gate. 
A snap ratchet situated on the shutter let the closing and the held in place of the gate. 
Basic Swing can be installed both edge to edge in the doorway and on the outside wall close to 
the entrance. 
The hinges' position is defined at the time of order. In case of openings bigger than 3 metres, it's 
still possible to use Basic Swing throughout intermediate junction poles. 
 

INTEGRA SWING 
Flood door for the full protection of a location's doorway. It can be installed to close openings up 
until 120 cm in width and 220 cm in height, where it has been installed the Acquastop Robust 
beforhand as jamb and for the compression of the shutter's perimeter gasket. 
Just like Basic Swing, Integra Swing allows a 180° opening. The kind of mechanical linkage lock-
ing system put on Integra Swing's inside surface allows the closure and the  hold in place, ensur-
ing the perimeter gaskets' compression. 
The hinges position can be chosen at the time of the order. 
 



Protecta is Acquastop's revolutionary system that allows you to make watertight an already 
installed motorized roller shutter. It has been thought to be provided as a kit to assemble on 
the existent roller shutter.  The kit's special watertight staves and their junctions are made in 
aluminium with gasket seal. Becouse of aesthetic reasons, it's possible to provide on demand 
the whole roller shutter, too, with a guaranteed watertightness up to 70 cm in height. 

Protecta all’opera durante una delle alluvioni di Pirri , Cagliari del 2018 
Immagine Casa Energia, dealer Acquastop 

PROTECTA 
Watertight Roller Shutter 
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For Roller Shutter  
in place or new closings 
  

Protecta has been thought as an 
anti-flood equipment to install on 
motorised roller shutter, both al-
ready in place and new. 
The assembly of the watertight 
components is permanent, so the 
roller shutter will always guaran-
tee its watertight action everytime 
it's closed. 
Protecta is able to make the roller 
shutter a perfect anti-flood sys-
tem up to 4 meters in length with 
hydro-heads up to 70 cm  
 

What does  
the kit include? 
  

Staves with gaskets with telescop-
ic pivots and fasten profiles, side 
profiles with pressor elements, 
locking key, compression levers 
and padlock, mechanical limit 
stops, adapter profile for the junc-
tion of the watertight mantle to 
the roller shutter's components in 
place, lifting handle, spray lubri-
cant for gaskets, dowels and set-
screws. 



Technical data 
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Protecta Data Sheet 

PROFILES Aluminium alloy EN AW-6060 T6 

FINISHING Galvanization Silver 10 m 

GASKETS Closed cells foam EPM profiles SP-30-EPM\TN 

TELESCOPIC PIVOTS Zinc Coated Steel, F18 mm, spessore 3 mm 

PRESSOR SYSTEM Stainless-steel AISI304 

LIFTING HANDLE  Zinc Coated Steel 

LIMIT STOP  BRACKETS Stainless-steel AISI304 

PLATE WITH PIVOT  
AND PAVEMENT BUSHING 

Stainless-steel AISI304, Brass for Bushing and cover 

ASSEMBLY 
Screws for telescopic pivots in Stainless-steel AISI304 F6 mm, Bolts Stainless-

steel F8 mm, Carriage bolts for adapter profile F6 mm 

WATERTIGHT TEST 
ISTITUTO GIORDANO laboratories 
Sample sizes 3980x800h mm with 700h mm of static hydrohead 

HYDROHEAD  400 mm 500 mm 600 mm 700 mm 

HEIGHT  
OF WATERTIGHT MANTLE  440 mm 560 mm 680 mm 800 mm 

WATERTIGHT STAVES [PCS]  3 4 5 6 

WEIGHT  
OF WATERTIGHT MANTLE  11 kg/m 14 kg/m 17 kg/m 20 kg/m 

MAXIMUM OPENING  4000 mm 



 ACCESSORIES LINE 

Focus on Details 

PASQAL 

Anti flooding tube system for manholes 
  

In the event of flooding pressurized water can flow through public piping to the individ-
ual properties not equipped with adequate anti-reflux systems. In these conditions you 
don’t absolutely not to be done make permanent obstructions to the return water that 
would have the only effect of increasing the pressure in the pipes with their consequent 
breakings and therefore ground subsidence, collapses, landslides and damage to the 
wall structures.  
The effective solution is the installation of Pasqal. This system which based on the 
physical principle of communicating vessels contains the overpressure by making the 
reflux water flow back along a pipe connected to a pavement watertight plate up to the 
level of the free flood surface. Pasqal is made for manholes 38x38 and 60x60 cm or 
made to measure. 
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STOPPER 

Watertight closings for Vents 
  

Foldable covers made in stainless-steel AISI 304 with sealing gasket and 
knobs. Stopper is used to prevent flooding in basements or ground floors 
through vents. Stopper is available in three versions: Round, Squared and 
Simple (without folding system). Round's inside diameter is 158 mm, while 
Squared and Round's inner opening is 214x214mm. Stopper can be pro-
vided custom-made too. 
 
 
 
 
 

ROUND 

SQUARED 

SIMPLE 



Acquastop srl -  via Toscana, 87  ZI Perignano  56035 Casciana Terme Lari (Italy), T +39 0587 617587  acquastop.it 


